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It has been reported to me that the bellyride has been achieved albeit with some scares and close
calls. No, the person who has done so is too well known and pictures could probably be traced and
she does not want to be “outed” thus. However, I was told the general concepts of what the training
entailed. She has a female assistant (her daughter) who is helping her and will bellyride herself
soon.

The absolute requirements for the bellyride are a) a horse, a secure, safe facility, c) a bellyrider
saddle, and, of course, a willing woman.

The horse need not be a full grown stallion. Basically you need a mount that can carry on its back
the weight of a grown woman. It must be uncut but do not get one with a monstrous penis (as
attractive as that would be to a bellyrider). This is not meant to be a suicidal ride.

The facility must have at least one very wide stall.

The bellyrider saddle can be anything that can cradle a woman in place under the horse. The initial
training (for the horse) consists of placing a mannequin weighed down to match the weight of a
woman in the bellyriding saddle. The horse should be kept in the stall when initially doing so. The
horse will fidget and even kick at the mannequin. If after a day the horse still insists on kicking the
mannequin then find yourself a tamer horse.

Meanwhile the woman should start stretching herself with large dildos. She should pound herself
mercilessly with these to toughen her vagina. No pain, no gain. The bellyrider in question has
achieved a very loose cunt over the years and is actually concerned with a possible vaginal prolapse.

Assuming you have found a horse that has accepted the weight of the mannequin, keep it under him
for a week or at least till you judge it safe. Let him out of the stall for grooming and exercise (round
pen). Make note of his walk and any adjustments to the position of the mannequin that will be
required.

All throughout this initial training period the bellyrider should be fellating the horse or mating with
him in a standing position at his side. Both she and the horse must be used to being united. (The
woman in question and her horse had been long time lovers.)

At some point, after fellating or mating with the horse, the woman should replace the mannequin
and place herself in the saddle, moving as little as possible and wearing a helment. The horse must
be hobbled at this point. If the horse is still distended, the assistant will insert the shaft into the
bellyrider. The first session under the horse should last no more than an hour and be conducted
within the stall. Increase the duration of the sessions until the woman completes a full day under the
horse. Have the horse be serviced either orally or with the standing position mating and insert the
penis on the bellyrider once it has ejaculated. (The woman in question said that it was a natural
progression from being mated while on a hay bale to being supported in place by the cradle.)

At some point an assistant will fellate the horse to the point of ejaculation and help guide the shaft
into the bellyrider. The penis might be very rigid at this point and the bellyrider will have to adjust
moving forward as needed until the penetration takes place.

Continue this progressively making sure that both the bellyrider and the horse are used to each
other. The horse, in particular, must be gotten used to ejaculating into the woman underneath him.

Unhobble the horse and repeat the process in more training sessions, all within the stall. (The



woman in question held a morning and afternoon training session for a week or so.) Attempt to take
the horse out of the stall with the bellyrider under him. Lead them up and down the stable at a slow
pace. Service the horse orally to the point of ejaculation and insert the shaft into the bellyrider and
let him come. He naturally will want to place his front hoofs up unto a higher level; provide a setup
wherein he can do so. Gravity will drive the bellyrider down into the shaft so insure that she can pull
herself upwards if needed. This is to be done outside the stall while holding firmly to the horse’s
reins.

The 24 hour Marathon is as follows. The horse will be induced to mate every few hours through the
use of the urine of a mare in heat. Anytime the shaft drops insert it into the bellyrider and let him
pound her. She should have her hands free both to pull herself up and to guide the shaft into her.

This is not the bellyriding of the stories as the continuous hardness of the horse cannot be achieved
with a “yerba dura”. But the bellyrider is basically making herself available to the horse as he
requires.

In between matings, the bellyrider can start to exercise gaining control of her horse and guiding it
herself.

This should all be done under close supervision. I believe that if a group of entrepeneurs setup a
bellyriding training facility and offered this service it would be a hit.

Happy riding.


